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ABSTRACT: Yemba is one of the Cameroonian national languages that has been taught and
written for 90 years. From a diachronic perspective, a lot of efforts have been made regarding
the standardisation of this language, particularly the tone orthography. Despite achievements
related to the awareness of the tonal phenomenon, the graphic representation of tones and the
routes to handle the tone orthography, there remains a real challenge on the issue, namely
designing efficient standard spelling norms. More so, important lessons can be drawn from the
historical review of tone orthography in the Yemba language.
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INTRODUCTION
Yemba is a Cameroonian language which in 1992 had about 300 000 native speakers
principally in Menoua Division (West Region) and certain localities of Lebialem Division in
the South West Region. The Yemba language belongs to the Niger-kordofanian phylum and
springs from the subgroup of Central Bamileke languages of the East-Grassfield/Bantu
branch/Bantoïd sub family/Congo-Benue family/Niger-Congo sub phylum (Dieu et Renaud
1983, Breton et Fohtung 1991, Kouesso 2009, Binam Bikoï 2012). Like so many languages in
the world, Yemba is a tone language. In tone languages, words are made of three types of units,
namely consonants, vowels and tones, each of which can serve to distinguish meanings of
words or to indicate a grammatical function (Kutsch Lojenga 2014). As far as tone is
concerned, it is the variation of musical pitch which accompanies the utterance of a syllable.
Very often, tones are symbolised by distinctive signs marked on tone bearing units i.e vowels
or consonants. In fact, let us consider the following illustrations drawn from the Yemba
language:
a. lètɔ́ŋ “nib”
b. lètɔ̄ŋ “read”
c. lètɔ̀ŋ “navel”
These words have the same consonants and vowels, placed in the same order. The vowel ɔ in
the second syllable carries the high, mid and low tones in the three words respectively. So, the
difference in meaning of these words is not accorded through consonants or vowels, but
distinctively by tone variation, i.e high ( ´ ) in a., mid ( ̄ ) in b. and low ( ̀ ) in c.
In spite of some 90 years of the history of writing Yemba (Momo 1997), the mastery of the
orthography of tones in this language remains an unabated challenge. In the search of solutions
for this challenge, it appears that, out of the purely linguistic and pedagogic tracks which are
often exploited, we can also question the history and the practice of writing the language.
Mainly endorsed through a diachronic perspective, the exercise is susceptible to radiate some
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practical lessons. Our study is focused on five points: the context of study, some theoretical
considerations, tone orthography models, convergent views and the lessons drawn.
Context of the study
Since several years, notably with the effective integration of national languages in primary
schools, secondary schools and university programmes, the teaching of national languages has
gained a certain gleam of vitality in Cameroon. In fact, according to Decree N°
08/023/MINESUP/DDES of 03 September 2008 creating the Department and the Laboratory
of Cameroonian Languages and Cultures in the Higher Teacher Training College of the
University of Yaoundé I, Cameroonian languages and cultures teachers are being trained. Thus,
about 20 of them are yearly put at the disposition of the Ministry of Secondary Education since
2011. Furthermore, pedagogic activities linked to Cameroonian languages and cultures are
officially going on in several colleges and high schools since the Service Note
N°234/12/MINESEC/IGE/IP-LAL of 24 September 2012 authorising the teaching of these
Cameroonian languages and cultures.
Despite many expectations, the introduction of Cameroonian languages and cultures in school
programs gives room to a number of reflections on some practical issues among which includes
the daily practice of writing the said languages. In this vein, the sporadic and incoherent
orthographic principles usually found in languages, urge us to seek ways for designing longlasting and coherent orthographic guides. In regulating the writing and reading in the
graphemic, lexical, syntactic and text levels of the writing systems, these guides should fetch
ideal solutions to everlasting and fundamental questions like the management of dialect
variations, but also that of the mastery of tone orthography.
In the context of the formal teaching of national languages in general and the Yemba language
in particular, emphasis should be laid on the appropriate linguistic competences of learners and
teachers. It should equally be laid on the quality of books and other pedagogic writings. It is
obvious that all these requirements of quality do not go along with the uncertainty of tone
orthography.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
For a better understanding of the problem of the tone orthography, some background literature
on the issue is useful. We are principally interested to that of the mastery of tones and tonal
graphic representation.
Orthography: Yesterday’s Challenge, Today’s challenge
The problem of the orthography of tones has always been the preoccupation of some linguists.
According to Pike (1957: 37) cited by Voorhoeve (1964: 129) for example, all tones which
change at the level of morphology and syntax must be represented graphically.
Tonemes substituted in morphology or syntax or sandhi should be written as
pronounced. Failure to observe this principle obscures the functional system of
the language, hinders the natives in learning to read, and imposes unnecessary
burdens upon the foreign student.
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Since then, a number of linguists tackled this question. It is the case of Voorhoeve (1964) and
of Longacre (1964), who were respectively interested in tonal changes, and their representation
in orthography.
In Cameroon and Africa in general, one of the major problems of which several languages are
confronted with remains the representation of tones in orthography. Snider (2001: 326) states
in these terms: “Tonal phenomena present some of the greatest challenges to good orthography
design in Africa”. Before him, Mfonyam (1996: 20) presented writers and teachers’ difficulties
as below:
One of the challenges that writers and teachers of African languages face today
is to determine how best to represent tone in a written system. Furthermore,
textbooks writers and teachers are confronted with the specific problem of
knowing how best to teach tone to people who are learning to read and write
tones in tonal languages.
The problem of tone orthography also appears as a preoccupation of either some
“orthographists”, writers, teachers and learners. How to graphically represent tones, in a way
that they can be fluently taught, mastered and used?
Raising the question of teaching, mastery and fluent usage of tones in the Cameroonian context
means that a definite response has been found to a primary question; that of their representation
or not at the level of the orthography. According to Tadadjeu and Sadembouo (1984: 17), the
question to know if tones have to be represented in the writing of Cameroonian languages was
resolved during the National meeting on the harmonisation of alphabets on 7th – 9th March 1979
in Yaounde.
In so far as African tone languages are concerned, the question is no longer whether tones
should be marked but rather how they could be marked in the same way for as many languages
as possible.
According to Bird (2001), tone marking in the writing of Cameroonian languages is justified
only by the affirmation and the search of a Cameroonian or African identity, even if one
advances a linguistic argument of the distinctive character of tones or of their importance in
words and in the grammar. It is worth noting that no former experience was realised to show
that tone marking favoured writing, reading and text comprehension. With tone marking,
African languages in general and Cameroonian languages in particular had simply found the
means to distinguish themselves from European languages from which their writing was just
borrowed.
The decision of tone marking in orthography is not a common approach in all African countries.
As revealed by Kashoki (1981) cited by Bird (1999a: 7-8), for example, it was held in Zambia
that tones would not be graphically marked in orthography:
Tone, like vowel length, was accepted in all the seven languages as an important
linguistic marker for signalling differences between two otherwise identical
words. However, despite its functional importance, all the seven committees
decided not to symbolize tone in the orthography. The basic argument advanced
against its symbolization was that experience had shown that diacritics marks,
where employed, generally hindered rather than facilitated fluent reading. It was
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further argued that ordinarily, even without visual perception, tone would be
adequately signalled by context.
The Cameroon situation together with that of Zambia are typical of what African languages
face in general as far as the issue of tone orthography is concerned. But henceforth, looking at
these contradictory situations, “orthographists” acknowledged that a good representation of
tone in orthography should result from a deep research. Thus, the research on tones has helped
to access important knowledge on how they function.
Tonal Graphic Symbols in African Languages
In Africa, two main models of tone symbolisation are distinguished: the representation by
punctuation signs and the one by accents.
Representing tones by Punctuation Signs
The model of representing tones by punctuation signs framing words suits monosyllabic
language systems. It also suits particularly complex languages and those languages in which
certain distinctions of vocal marks already use the signs placed on the vowels (notably the
central vowels). In Ivory Coast for example,
Les tons ponctuels sont marqués devant le mot et les tons modulés devant et
après le mot (le début de la modulation indiqué devant et la fin de la modulation
après) (Institut de Linguistique Appliquée 1979: 20).
[Our translation: Register tones are marked in front of words and complex
tones in front and at the end (the beginning of a modulation is in front of words
and the end comes after)]
The following examples drawn from the guéré language in Ivory Coast (Institut de Linguistique
Appliquée 1979) illustrate the representation of tones by punctuation signs is the case in:
a. ''ndu

« planter » (Very high tone)

b. 'na

« drink »

(High tone)

c. nɛ

« fire »

(Mid tone : not marked)

d. ''bhɛ- « pepper » (Falling very high-low tone)
e. tɔ'

« wisdom » (Rising mid-high tone).

Representing Tones by Accents
The use of accents to represent tones outfits languages where no other features are marked on
segments. This is the case in Cameroonian languages. The examples below are extracts of
Ngueffo and al. (1987)
a. ńló

“head” (high-high tone): Ewondo

b. síŋgi

“cat” (high tone-low): Duala

c. sēn

“friend” (mid tone): Fe’éfe’é
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d. bitámb “shoes” (low tone-high): Basaa.
Among the two ways of tone representation, the first is found to be the most widespread, as
attested by Kutsch Lojenga (2014).
Independently from the way tones are to be represented, it is generally admitted that all the
tones present in a language should not be marked in orthography. In recommending that only
one tone be omitted in every language, Tadadjeu and Sadembouo (1984) specify that the tone
omitted should be the most frequent one. In this vein, when a language has four tonal levels,
only three are represented; when it has three, two are represented, and when it has two, only
one is represented.
According to Mfonyam (1989, 1990, 1996), the best orthography is that which enables the
speakers to read and write their language well. To do so, any tone marking system must be
systematic. “If it is decided that only grammatical tones should be marked, for example, then
all grammatical tones should be marked consistently” Mfonyam (1990: 23). Mfonyam in effect
distinguishes four options: the non-representation of tone (“no representation”), the
representation of all surface tones (“full representation”), the minimal representation of tones
(“minimal representation”) and optimal representation (“optimal representation”).
Kutsch Lojenga (1993: 17) remarks that the teaching of tone reading is much easier when tones
are marked without discrimination: “The teaching of tone reading is easiest when tone is
written everywhere in the language, rather than at certain places only to disambiguate lexical
and grammatical ambiguity”.
Bird (199b) demonstrates that tone marking considerably reduces the speed of reading and
writing, without yet resolving the ambiguity of words. He also reveals that the orthography of
tone difficulties in Yemba are in majority due to the inadequacy between the orthographic
system used and the proper tonal system of the language. Whereas the Yemba tonal system is
a deep type (“deep tonal system”); i.e where musical pitch varies according to the context, its
orthographic system is a surface one (“shallow tonal system”); i.e where tone is stable and
realised as such, no matter the context.
Thus, we can notice that considerable progress has been made concerning characteristics of
tones in African languages in general and in Cameroonian languages in particular. The main
challenge today is the mastery of tone representation at the orthographic level, as to what
specifically concerns the Yemba language.
Tone Orthography Models in Yemba
According to the deployed tonal system, the history of writing Yemba reveals four models of
tone orthography. We will identify them by the Tone Orthography Generation 1 (TOG1), Tone
Orthography Generation 2 (TOG2), Tone Orthography Generation 3 (TOG3) and Tone
Orthography Generation 4 (TOG4).
TOG1
The TOG1 is the foundational model of tone orthography in Yemba. It was put in place by His
Majesty Chief Djoumessi Mathias of Foreke-Dschang, the pioneer who designed the first
yemba alphabet in 1928 (Momo 1990). The model was not described. In the Syllabaire
Bamiléké (Bamileke Primary), Djoumessi (1958) does not talk about tones. We notice that he
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uses diacritic marks ´, è, î and â for representing musical pitches high, low, high-low and howhigh respectively on vowels. This is what appears in the extract below from (Djoumessi 1958:
26):

From this extract, we can note that TOG1 rests on marking of tones, i.e high tone, low tone,
high-low and low-high, even if this marking is not systematic. In the word ninon "crowd"
(third line of the extract) for example, vowels i and o are all low vowels. Thus, instead of the
ninon orthography, one should have had nìnòn.
TOG2
This model appears in Premier vocabulaire franco-bamiléké (First French-Bamileke
Vocabulary) of Momo Gregoire (1950). The author affirms :
Il y a trois tons : le ton bas (accent grave), le ton moyen (sans accent), et le ton
haut (accent aigu) (Momo 1950:9).
[Our translation: There are three tones: the low tone (grave accent), the mid
tone (without accent), and the high tone (acute accent)]
However, we realise that in his writing, tones are marked. It is the case in the extract below
where we can find high and low tones, but also mid tone marked (Momo 1950:37).

We can thus observe that in Momo (1950), explicitly appears a certain conscience of the
existence of tones in Yemba, but also of the need for representing them in the orthography.
Unfortunately, as with the case of the TOG1, the marking of these tones is not constant.
TOG3
The model TOG3 was developed by Tadadjeu and Tegomo-Nguetse in lenāŋ (1972). It strongly
profits from the results of the analyses carried out on Yémba by the first author, particularly in
the field of phonetics. Tadadjeu and Tegomo-Nguetse (1972), distinguish 5 fundamental tones
in Yémba, namely:
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- Three simple: high ( ´ ), mid ( ̄ ) and low ( ̀ ) ;
- Two modulated: high-low tone ( ^ ) and low-high tone ( ̌ ).
They indicate that in writing, the low tone will be omitted. Thus any vowel without a tone
mark will be read with the low tonal level.
The extract hereafter TOG3 is illustrative of TOG3 (Tadadjeu and Tegomo-Nguetse 1972:44).

We can observe here that, the presence of the tone in the text is denser, compared to the texts
of the TOG1 and TOG2. This density is due to the fact that tones are marked systematically on
vowels, but also on some nasal consonants as it is the case with ń- in ńnə́k (second line). Such
nasal consonants are called syllabic nasals because like vowels, they serve as syllable nucleus
and thus, need to carry tones. Generally, they are found in prefix position. In the first two lines
of the extract above, it is the case of n- (low tone) with the word ngwɔ́, of m- (low tone) with
mboŋ, of n- (low tone) with ngɛ and of ń- (your top) with ńnə́k.
TOG4
The TOG4 model is in force since the eighties. It is based on the marking of the high tone and

the mid tone; the low tone not being marked. It is understood that the double vocalic principle
prescribed in the General Alphabet of Cameroon Languages (Tadadjeu et al. 1979), the
representation of the modulated tone becomes worthless. The dialogue extract of (Akenmo
2009:41) which follows illustrates the implementation of the TOG4.
In this extract, as in that which precedes, we can see a systematic marking of the high tone and
low tone. It goes without saying that vowels and the syllabic nasals which do not carry a tone
are read with the low level melody height.
From the different tone orthography models thus presented, the TOG4 is the one which has
received great accreditations. It has gained grounds about thirty years and still profits from the
results from linguistic studies carried out in Universities as well as in language institutions like
the Summer Institute of Linguistics. TOG4 use is reflected in several works of which Yɛ́mba,
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ḿpɛ tí ála’a zímpɛ (Handbook for reading and writing Yemba) (Harro et al. 1990), Letɔ́ŋ ńtí 1
(Read and write) (Tadadjeu et al. 1992) Petit dictionnaire yémba-français (Yemba-French
dictionary) (Bird and Tadadjeu 1997), Menu Mán Plába (mishaps of Mán Plába) (Kouesso
2000) ŋke mbɔŋ ndém ánɛ Yɛɛ́so Krísto pá’ Lúkási a le tí épūp (Gospel of Luc) (ABC 2000)
and Dialogue en yémba (Dialogues in Yemba) (Akenmo 2009).
It is however advisable to announce the divergences that appear as the answers to the question
of the reduction of the tone to be marked, or not to be marked, in order to guarantee fluency in
reading (Bird 1999b). With Harro et al. (1990), Kouesso (2000) and Akenmo (2009) for
example, we observe a tendency to mark all the high and mid tones. Bird and Tadadjeu (1997:7)
introduced a certain number of restrictions and stipulated that:
Le ton de base des racines des mots lexicaux en dehors des verbes ne change
[…] pas. En d’autres termes, les tons des mots indiqués dans le dictionnaire
restent, autant que possible, inchangés dans les textes.
Les préfixes ne portent les marques de tons (haut et moyen) que si et seulement
si ces derniers sont grammaticaux.
[Our translation: The basic tone of the roots of the lexical words apart from the
verbs do not change. In other words, the tone of the words indicated in the
dictionary remains, as much as possible, unchanged in the texts.
The prefixes carry the tone marks (high and mid) only if the latter are grammatical]
With these new provisions, Kouesso Jean Romain and Haynes Nancy worked out new
principles for experimenting the Yemba orthography, contained in Guide de l’orthographe des
formes verbales en yémba (Guide for the orthography of the verbal forms in Yemba (2015). A
significant attention was granted to tone orthography. On the basis of these new orthographical
principles, Gnintedem Jean Claude, in May 2016, proposed a rewriting of the text "Te zɔk anu
tɛ ndēkné mmók (1)" extracted from Menu Mán Plaba (Kouesso 2000:23-25). Hereafter we
present the original and the reviewed versions, with main focus on tones. The tone to be
rewritten (original version), just as their new forms are underlined and boldfaced.
Original version of the topic (Kouesso 2000:23-25)
TE ZƆK A NU TƐ NDĒKNÉ MMÓK (1)
Mɛ́ gɔ ŋgɔ́ á Mɔ ŋgɔŋ éfɛ̄t ewɔŋkhʉ̄, tá’, eyi lefɛt mɔ́ á mba Mán Plába a le tsīā. Lewɔ̄ yi mɛ́
gɔ nnáŋá á ŋgyā mɔ́ ŋgap pyā lā, mɛ́ naŋ á mba Mán Plába ŋgap táa ndeŋ ndeŋ. Ŋkɔ’ɔ́ acwɛt
Ewɔŋzwí é kuɔ tɛ ŋgyā á luɔ/loo, ńnáŋá tɛ njhʉ̄ letɛɛ́ mmók, ńzɔ̄pɔ̄, ḿbímtɛ́, emɔ̄’ é kuɔ
esɛ̄’ɛ́/ésɛ́kɛ mesoó pɔ́p, emɔ̄’ é ti nnɔ̄ŋɔ̄ ńthúnɛ́ mennɛt mɔ́p. Á ke ŋ́gwɔ́ lɛ akɔ̄ lɛ́, mɛ́ pfɛ áā
etsō, ńnú áā melu’, ŋ́gɛ “akɔ̄ á akɔ̄”. Njhʉ̄ á́ piŋ ndá, o ó le zhɛ́ á léghʉ lɛ mɛ́ ndá’ alā’ éfʉ̄’ɛ̄.
Ewɔnzwí é zɛ ŋkó, mbaŋa é kó, ewɔŋkhʉ̄ é kó. Mba á mū’nē.
Mɛ́ á mba Mán Plába pá’ā, mɛ́ té nzɛ́ttɛ́ ŋ́gɛ tɛ mɛmbá’ a á si ńdɔ̄kɔ̄ akɔ̄ ńzékɛ́/ḿmínɛ́ epuɔ lɛ́
ɛ́, mɛ́ té ŋ́kwāŋtɛ́ ŋ́gɛ tɛ afuɔne á kʉ̄ŋ ŋkaŋ apɛ́ pé’e, á té á mba Mán Plába gʉɔ kɛ akɔ̄ lɛ́ ɛ́. Nyiŋ
yīi a á lɛ ntɛ̄té tɛ’, a gē shʉ’, ŋ́gwɛ̄ á méŋ ntsaŋ ŋkeŋgiŋɛ alā’, eyi emɔ’ á wɛ á méŋ nzwiŋ atá
mekaba; ŋ́gwɔ́ á nyiŋ mbaŋaá wɛ á méŋ tepɔŋ líta melu’ alā’. Ŋgaŋ melu’ alā’ a wɛɛ púp, o
zhɛ ŋgɛ a ā lā’ gé ékɔ̄’ é, ńnū melu’ alekɛ́ mbɔɔ mbɔ́tlɛ lekua... Mɔ’ɔ́ Tɛla pɔ́ Tɛnyi é jʉɔ púp,
ńtɔ́ŋ á Mán Plába, ńzɛ́tté á yí ŋ́ghʉ̄ lɛ, akʉ̄ŋ ḿbhi athʉ́ ŋkāp á mba yí kɛɛ́ lɛ́. Á gɛ pɔ́ lʉɛ ánɛ
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akɔ̄ lɛ́; tɛ́ pɔ́ á gɛ, te efhó pá’ŋge eswhī á mba yí, pɔ́ jʉ̄ɔ́ ŋ́gɛ mɛ́ éwú, ńdɔ̄kɔ̄ mevɛ̄t pɔ́ melu’
ńnúú ntshi, á piŋɛ mbúú ńtɔ̄ɔ̄ ŋkāp té kwaŋte á légɛ, anu á gɔ lu ezɔ́ ńtó á ghʉ lɛ akɔ̄ lɛ́. Ká’ā/
Ká’ á pā’a, Mán Plába a á mba ńzékɛ́ alā’ pá’ā, mbɔ a kʉ̄ŋ ńzá’ akafɛ̄ á ŋkā’ éswīŋ tɛ a pu
mmī, ńtɔ́kté éfūūté meŋkāp tɛ efū ó oó, ŋgɛ anu mɔ́ yīi yí lɛ te zhɛ́ ŋ́gɛ yí gɔ ela’ ŋgwɛ̄ mɛ́ pɔŋɔ
a yí. Mɔ’ɔ́ Tɛla pɔ Tɛnyi pwɔ e ju’ tɛ ́ ndé á á mbū yí ŋ́ghʉ̄ lɛ: « O nɔŋɔ nzókó a nu, o zhɛ ŋgɛ
nzém á piŋ séŋ o á zɔ́k mmɔ́k ».
In this original version of the text, we have 592 tonal occurrences with 312 tones marked
containing 241 high tones and 71 mid tones, and 280 tones unmarked i.e low tones.
In the following new version of the text written by Gnintedem Jean Claude, certain tones have
been modified pursuing the new orthographic rules.
Text rewritten by Gnintedem (May 2016):
TE ZƆ́K Á NU TƐ NDĒKNE MMÓK (1)
Mɛ́ gɔ ŋgɔ́ á Mɔ́ ŋgɔŋ éfɛ̄tɛ ewɔŋkhʉ̄, tá’, eyi lefɛt mɔ́ á mba Mán Plába a le tsīā. Lewɔ̄ yīi mɛ́
gɔ nnáŋa á ŋgyā mɔ́ ŋgap pīa lā, mɛ́ náŋ á mba Mán Plába ŋgap táa ndeŋ ndeŋ. Ŋkɔ’ɔ́ atswɛt,
wɔnzwí é kúɔ́ tɛ ŋgyā á lúɔ́, ńnáŋa tɛ njhʉ́ɛ letɛɛ́ mmók, ńzɔ̄pɔ, ḿbímtɛ, emɔ̄’ é kúɔ́ esɛ́’ɛ/ésɛ́kɛ
mesoó pɔ́p, emɔ̄’ é ti nnɔ̄ŋɔ ńthúnɛ mennɛ̄t mɔ́p. Á ke ŋ́gwɔ́ lɛ akɔ̄ lɛ́, mɛ́ pfɛ́t áā etsō, ńnú áā
melu’, ŋ́gɛ “akɔ̄ á akɔ̄”. Njhʉ̄ á piŋ ndá, o ó le zhɛ́ á leghʉ lɛ, mɛ́ ndá’ alā’ éfʉ̄’ ɛ̄. Wɔnzwí é zɛ́
ŋ́kó, mbaŋa é kó, ewɔŋkhʉ̄ é kó. Mba á mū’ne.
Mɛ́ á mba Mán Plába pá’ā, mɛ́ té ńzɛ́ttɛ ŋ́gɛ, tɛ mɛmbá’ a á si ndɔ̄kɔ akɔ̄ ńzékɛ/ḿmínɛ epuɔ lɛ́
ɛ́, mɛ́ té ŋ́kwāŋtɛ ŋ́gɛ, tɛ afuɔne á kʉʉ̄ŋ ŋkaŋ apɛ́ pé’e, á té á mba Mán Plába gʉ̄ɔ kɛ akɔ̄ lɛ́ ɛ́.
Ŋiŋ yīi a á lɛ ntɛ̄tte tɛ’, á gē eshʉ’e, ŋ́gwɛ̄ á méŋ ntsaŋ ŋkeŋgiŋɛ alā’, eyi emɔ’ á wɛ á méŋ
nzwiŋ atá mekaba; ŋ́gwɔ́ á ŋiŋ mbaŋa, á wɛ á méŋ tepɔŋ líta melu’ alā’. Ŋgaŋ melu’ alā’ a wɛɛ̄
épúp, o zhɛ́ ŋ́gɛ a á lā’ gē ekɔ́’e, énú melu’ alekɛ́ mbɔɔ mbɔ́tlɛ lekua... Mɔ’ɔ́ Tɛla pɔ́ Tɛŋi é jʉ́ɔ
epúp, ńtɔ́ŋ á Mán Plába, ńzɛ́tte á yí ŋ́ghʉ̄ lɛ, a kʉʉ̄ŋ ḿbhi athʉ́ ŋkāp á mba yí kɛɛ́ lɛ́. Á gɛ pɔ́
lʉ́ɛ́ ánɛ akɔ̄ lɛ́; tɛ́ pɔ́ á gɛ, tɛ efhó pá’ ŋge eswhī a á mba yí, pɔ́ jʉ́ɔ ŋ́gɛ mɛ́ éwú, ńdɔ̄kɔ mevɛ̄t pɔ́
melu’ ńnúu ntshi, á piŋɛ ḿbúu ńtɔ̄ɔ ŋkāp té kwaŋte á légɛ, anu á gɔ elu ezɔ́ ńtó, á ghʉ lɛ akɔ̄
lɛ́. Ká’ā/ Ká’ á pā’a, Mán Plába a á mba ńzékɛ alā’ pá’ā, mbɔ a kʉʉ̄ŋ ńzá’ akafɛ̄ á ŋkā’ éswīŋ
tɛ á pu mmī, ńtɔ́kte éfūute meŋkāp, tɛ efū ó oó, ŋ́gɛ anu mɔ́ yīi, yí lɛ te zhɛ́ ŋ́gɛ yí gɔ ela’ ŋgwīɛ̄,
mé pɔŋɔ á yí. Mɔ’ɔ́ Tɛla pɔ́ Tɛŋi pwɔ é jú’ tɛ́ ndé á mbū yí ŋ́ghʉ̄ lɛ: « O nɔŋɔ nzóko á nu, o zhɛ́
ŋ́gɛ nzém á piŋ eséŋ, o zɔ́k mmɔ́k ».
Tonal changes in the new version of the text are as in the table below where H = high tone, M
= mid tone, B = low tone, Ø = no tone:
Table 1. Tonal Changes
Tones

Total

Non
modified

Modified
Total

to H

to M

to B

to Ø

1
H
241
218
23
/
1
22
M
71
56
15
4
/
9
2
6
B
280
245
35
27
2
/
Total
592
318
73
31
3
31
9
It is clear from the table that a total of 73 tones out of 592 tones of the original text have been
modified, for 12, 33% of changes. 23 high tones out of the 241 (9, 54%), 15 mid tones out of
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the 71 (21, 12%), and 35 low tones out of the 280 (12, 5%) undergone changes. Changes
represented by Ø are cases where tones disappeared with the disappearance of tone bearing
units during the whole process of rewriting the text.
The highest percentage of changes undergone by mid tones, i.e 21, 12%, as well as their lower
representation in outcomes of changes, i.e 4, 10%), reflect the trend to mark lexical tones
instead of modified tones. This trend is confirmed with massive transformation of either high
tones or low tones (95, 65%), or low tones to high tones (77, 14%).
The two texts presented enable us to see the shape of a text written following the new
orthographic principles. They also give way to interested persons to compare or to asses
marking tone systems. The feedback of assessments may help in final decisions on tone
orthography in Yémba.
As far as TOG4 is concerned, it appears that authors agree that only high and mid tones should
be marked orthographically. Yet, it remains to clearly identify positions where some tones may
not be marked to gain fluency in reading or in writing.
In the table below (11) are the four Yemba tone orthography models:
Table 2. Yemba Tone Orthography Models
Constitutive
elements

Tones

TOG1
H( ́)
M( ̄ )
B ( ̀)
HB ( ̂ )
BH ( ̌ )

Tone orthography models
TOG2
TOG3
H( ́)
H( ́)
M( ̄ )
M( ̄ )
B ( ̀)
HB ( ̂ )
BH ( ̌ )

TOG4
H( ́)
M( ̄ )

Main
authors

Djoumessi
Mathias

Momo
Grégoire

Tadadjeu et
TegomoNguetse

- Haynes Nancy
- Bird Steven
- Kouesso Jean
Romain

Reference
periods

1928

1950

1972

Since 1983

We can see from the table that the writing of tones in Yemba is dynamic and gears towards the
reduction of graphic marks. The movement is based on assets of research on tone languages in
general, and on the Yemba language in particular. From the marking of 5 tone levels in 1928,
we come out today with the marking of only 2, i.e the high and mid tones. But it should be
stressed that not marking a tone does not imply the obliteration of the orthographic constraints.
Indeed, the omission of a graphic symbol necessarily calls for the formulation of a specific rule
of reading which indicates how to read where the omission took place. For instance, with the
omission of the low tone graphic mark in Yemba, a rule indicated that when a vowel or syllabic
nasal does not carry a tone, it is read with the low level melody (Tadadjeu and Tegomo-Nguetse
1972).
Orthography Convergences
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At this stage of the evolution of the Yemba tone orthography, a number of achievements have
been attained among actors of the development of the Yemba orthography. But before we look
at these convergences, let us examine testimonies of two proven part-takers in writing and
teaching the Yemba language. They are Tsomejio Albert Auguste and Haynes Nancy.
For Tsomejio Albert Auguste,
La plus grande difficulté de l’orthographe du yémba est l’éternel problème des
tons : leur reconnaissance et leur marquage. C’est un véritable casse-tête chinois
pour tout le monde : élèves, enseignants ou écrivains. Cette difficulté durera tant
que la conscience du phénomène des tons restera de faible intensité. Il convient
de réflechir davantage sur des méthodes efficaces d’enseignement des tons. Mais
quand on réglera l’équation du marquage et la lecture des tons, l’orthographe du
yémba deviendra un jeu.
[Our translation: The greatest difficulty with the Yemba orthography is the
undying problem of tones, mainly their recognition and their marking. It is a real
challenge for everyone: pupils, teachers or writers. This difficulty will continue
as much as the conscience of the phenomenon of the tone will remain of low
intensity. It is advisable to think more on effective methods of teaching of the
tone. But when the equation of marking and the reading of the tone will be
regulated, the orthography of Yemba will become easier].
From its long experiment in the writing and the teaching of Yemba, Tsomejio identifies
difficulties related to the mastery of tones as the most crucial problem of the Yemba
orthography. He notices especially that the solution with this problem depends on the degree
of awareness about the tonal phenomenon and also on the relevance of teaching methods.
Haynes Nancy says:
Pendant plusieurs années, nous avons fait face à une gamme de défis pour trouver une
bonne orthographe efficace pour les tons en yémba. Une exigence pour la pédagogie
serait qu'elle ne soit pas trop lourde à apprendre aux gens. Une exigence pour la pratique
serait que ses détails ne soient pas superflus, et qu’ils amènent les gens à se décourager.
Pendant ces années, nous avons profité des recherches des autres qui nous signalent
combien sont utiles les principes tels que l'importance de l'image constante des mots, la
redondance appropriée au contexte, et une orthographe optimale qui reflète la réalité
psychologique des locuteurs. Il nous a fallu voir comment se rendre compte des
perceptions des locuteurs, avec leur reconnaissance des formes lexicales, afin d'avoir
une représentation lexicale.
En plus, il y a la question à propos du degré d'abstraction qui peut être supporté par la
communauté. La réponse à cette question sera différente selon les attentes du locuteur
et selon le niveau du lecteur (débutant ou expérimenté). Nous cherchons un degré
moyen d'abstraction qui servira bien les deux pour une bonne lecture et une bonne
compréhension de la langue.
[Our translation: For several years, we faced a range of challenges to find an adequate
orthography for tones in Yemba. A requirement for pedagogy would be that it is not too
difficult to teach to people. A requirement for the practice would be that its details are
not superfluous, and that they lead people to be discouraged. During these years, we
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benefitted from research of the others which tell us how useful are principles such as
the importance of the constant image of the words, the redundancy appropriate to the
context, and an optimal orthography which reflects the psychological reality of the
speakers. We should have seen how to realize perceptions of the speakers with their
pattern of lexical recognition, in order to have a lexical representation.
Moreover, there is the question concerning the degree of abstraction which can be
supported by the community. The answer to this question will be different according to
the speaker’s expectation and the reader’s level (novice or tested). We find an average
degree of abstraction which will serve well both for a good reading and a good
comprehension of the language].
In her 33 years’ assessment of research on the Yemba orthography, the author mainly stresses
on the fundamental requirements related to the development of an efficient orthography of tone.
Its experiment indeed deserves to be capitalized.
The two testimonies from Tsomejio and Haynes mark out the field of convergences among
actors of research and practice of the tone orthography in Yemba. We identified five
convergences referring mostly to the awareness of tonal phenomenon, the representation of
tones and routes to handle the tone issue.
Awareness of tonal phenomenon
Convergence 1: The tone orthography is a major challenge to raise in research of an efficient
orthography of the Yemba language.
Representation of tones
Convergence 2: The tones are fundamental units of the Yemba language. Consequently, they
must be represented in the orthography.
Convergence 3: Only the high tone and the mid tone are marked on tone bearer units, i.e
vowels or syllabic nasals, as follow: ́ = high tone, ̄ = mid tone.
These first three convergences do not practically raise any antagonism and can be considered
as points which achieve unanimity.
Convergence 4: The basic tonal forms of the words should be modified in writing only to mark
a grammatical form or construction. In other words, phonetic changes of the tone are not
written.
For this convergence 4, a significant difficulty remains to be resolved. How to exhaustively
distinguish the tonal changes bound to grammar from purely phonetic ones?
Routes to handle tone orthography issue
Convergence 5: An efficient Yemba tone orthography must be grounded on three key routes;
namely the scientific route, the teaching route and the documentation route.
- The scientific route: It rests on the crossing of several scientific approaches of which more
insights are the linguistic, psycholinguistic and socio-linguistic approaches.
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- The teaching route: It goes with the setting of relevant teaching methods, the training of
writers and teachers, as well as the running of experimental classes and the follow-up and
evaluations.
- The documentation route: It is of the production and the dissemination of reference teaching
resources of orthography among which dictionaries, orthography and grammar books.
Lessons to be Drawn
The history of the tone orthography in Yemba gives way to three major lessons:
First lesson: With regard to advanced research and orthographical practices, it is necessary to
thoroughly standardize tone orthography in Yemba by designing rules for writing and reading.
These rules must be disseminated within the users by means of orthography and grammar
books as well as training seminars of trainers. First of all, the responsibility falls on the
academic and regulating authority of the language which is the Yémba Language Committee.
The designed standards will certainly not be ideal, but they will have the merit to serve as a
lawful framework for harmonising orthographic practices.
Second lesson: A study needs to be undertaken for highlighting the various tonal changes
which are due to grammatical concords. Such changes will be automatically marked as such in
the orthography. The study considered can be carried out at the university level, for example
within the framework of Master’s research. It can also be carried out within the nonacademic
structures of research.
Third lesson: Besides the question of writing tones, pedagogic issues should also be a matter
of concern. Indeed, the question of tone pedagogy is closely related to their orthography. As
good tone orthography facilitates the teaching/training of tones, as relevant strategies and
teaching methods constitute an asset to master tonal phenomenon. The connection of tone
orthography and tone pedagogy necessarily calls for experimental studies from either academic
or non-academic fields.
People and institutions involved in the development of Yemba and other similar languages
should take advantage of these three lessons which directly fall on current requirements of the
integration of the national languages in formal education in particular, and in written
communication in general.

CONCLUSION
A diachronic approach of tone orthography in Yemba is of actual interest. It reveals that,
without a thorough knowledge of tone, the pioneers of Yemba writing were already conscious
of the need for representing tones in orthography. Due to deep linguistic research, considerable
achievements have been recorded in this vein. Three tone orthography models have been
revealed in Yemba, i.e TOG1, TOG2, TOG3 and TOG4. The latter model appears to be the
one that really profited from assets of research in linguistics and teaching experiments. For the
continuation of the search for ways and means leading to the establishment of a standard tone
orthography in Yemba, it was significant not only to make a point of achievements but also to
draw some useful lessons.
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